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Brand new Book. Dyslexia and Dysgraphia Workbooks for Kids - Special Education Collection-- This
program includes 20 activities to practice reversals. In this Dyslexia Workbooks for Kids series,
Volume XV, students have to circle the letters in the boxes. The activities are easy to understand,
have an attractive design and students enjoy working with them.-- No matter how smart your child
may be, he/she may have problems learning to read and write. Some are classified as dyslexics.
Dyslexia is a disorder that affects 11% of the people. Still we do not know what causes dyslexia but
there is a strong body of research pointing in the directions that it can be treated. It was centuries
ago that Samuel Orton found out dyslexia can be cured given the right tools.-- We present in this
Dyslexia Workbooks for Kids series, Volume XV, 20 worksheets that will help your child with
problems with spatial sequence.Our collection contains 5 sections: VISUAL RECOGNITION (4
Books)-Trace Lines-Connecting Dots -Basic Shapes-DicesPATTERNS AND SPATIAL (9 Books)-Missing
Parts I-Pattern Decoding-Basic Position Skills-Advanced Position: Left, Right, Up, Down -Space and
Relative Position-Progressive Visual Memory-Visual Sequencing Memory-Missing Parts II-Find the
MatchDISCRIMINATION...
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Reviews
A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.
Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier
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